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shipping weight: 0.50 kg
Manufacturer: Shelly

Product Description
Shelly Motion 2 fits into any home with its elegant, modern design and small dimensions. The flexible yet secure mount allows you to adjust the sensor's position to your liking. And
if you don't want to mount it on the wall? No problem! Shelly Motion 2 can stand independently and be moved to any location.
Shelly Motion 2 has a rechargeable 6500 mAh battery and a Type-C charger. The battery life depends entirely on usage. In a room with regular motion activity - like the living room
or kitchen - the battery life is over 1 year. However, in standby mode, the sensor's battery life can be up to 3 years.
Shelly Motion 2 detects movement in less than 200 milliseconds - as fast as the blink of an eye! And immediately triggers an action, such as switching on the light.
Shelly Motion 2 can trigger other smart devices on your home network and customise actions based on time, light or different actions.
256 sensitivity levels allow you to adjust the distance and movement the sensor responds to with incredible precision. Easily adjust sensitivity levels via the app, no matter where
you are.
Shelly Motion 2 can detect motion up to 9 metres away and cover an angle of up to 120 degrees.
Install Shelly Motion 2 and be sure that it will notify you immediately if someone touches the device or tries to adjust or move it from its original position.
Shelly Motion 2 can be controlled directly from your smartphone without a hub using the Shelly Cloud App. Manage and control the heating in your home, set quick profiles, scenes
and schedules, and adjust settings wherever you are - via cloud access or just the local network!
Use devices with a local or central server - you can keep them completely isolated from the public internet network. Shelly Motion 2 is compatible with Amazon Alexa, Home
Assistant, Smart Things and other third-party home automation platforms. Shelly Plus devices can also be grouped with all Shelly devices as well as other smart home devices on
the home network.

● Wi-Fi powered: Connect Shelly Motion 2 to your Wi-Fi network. No HUB required!
● Over 1 year battery life: Rely on a long-lasting 6500 mAh battery
● Light sensor: Highly sensitive light detection for actions based on the intensity of the light
● Temperature sensor: Additional temperature sensor for the ultimate in home automation
● Powerful CPU: Equipped with the world's most power-efficient mass-produced Wi-Fi modem
● Real-time response: Responds in less than 200 ms and instantly triggers action to another device
● 256 levels of sensitivity: Allows you to adjust the distance and movement to which the sensor responds
● Tamper detection: Receive a notification if someone tries to adjust the sensor
● Bluetooth: Add devices quickly and easily via a Bluetooth connection with the Shelly Cloud App
● No hub required: Control directly without a hub via your smartphone with the Shelly Cloud App
● High compatibility: Use with your favourite home automation platforms and voice assistants
● Works with Aeotec Smart Home Hub, SmartThings and Homey
● Compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Home Assistant
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